Short-range strain-ordered strain glass (STG) appears when the kinetic limitation (local stress field produced by random defects) is strong enough to suppress thermodynamic driven long-range strainordered martensitic transition. The point defects and precipitates have been proven to be effective to suppress the martensitic transition and trap the system in a frozen STG state. The dislocations can also introduce the random stress field down to atomic scale, however the effectiveness of which on the crossover from martensite to STG transition remains unknown. Here we report the first experimental finding of the dislocation induced STG transition in a Ti 50 Ni 45 Fe 5 martensitic alloy when the sample was cold compressed by over 20% plastically. Being different from the point defects and precipitates, the dislocations do not change the chemical composition of the matrix and consequently do not vary the transition temperature too much. Our finding verifies the effectiveness of local randomness on the crossover from martensite to STG transition and suggests that the global effect of defects is not a necessary condition for the occurrence of STG. The present finding may promote the application of STG alloy by assisting on the tuning of functional temperature range in STG alloy through adding the randomness of dislocations.
Introduction
Symmetry breaking at the martensitic transformation temperature produces two distinct strain states in ferroelastic/martensitic systems, a strain disordered high symmetry parent phase and a strain ordered low symmetry martensite [1, 2] . The martensite is featured by a long-range strain ordering. After breaking such longrange strain ordering, a new stain state named strain glass (STG) is observed in a variety of martensitic alloys [2, 3] . STG is a frozen state of local strain order, characterized by martensite nano-domains imbedded in a parent phase matrix, the dynamic freezing, and the breaking down of ergodicity [3, 4] . This so-called "strain glass" is not only of theoretical interest as a new member of ferroic glasses; it also possesses a number of interesting properties such as shape memory effect and superelasticity [5e7], originating from a new mechanism based on the stress-induced STG into martensite transition.
Experimentally, there are several ways to break long-range stain ordering to form the STG. Point defects have been known to produce local random stress field to induce STG. A variety of point defect induced STG systems were found, including Ni-rich Ti-Ni [8] , Ti-Ni-X (X ¼ Fe, Co, Cr, Mn) [9e11], Ti-Pd-X (X ¼ Fe, Co, Cr, Mn) systems [12] , Au-Cu-Al [13] as well as ferroelectric [14] and ferromagnetic systems [15, 16] . Notably, the formation of STG is not merely restricted to the doping of point defects. It can be induced by introducing nano-size coherent precipitates [17, 18] as well, since these precipitates generate random local stress field [19] to suppress the long range strain ordering. To summarize, all stain glass transitions found so far falls into the two categories, i.e. point defect induced STG and precipitate induced STG as schematically shown in Fig. 1a and b.
The underlying mechanism for the formation of STG is widely investigated by various theoretical works. Phase field modeling shows that either the point defects or the precipitates introduce two effects to the martensitic system [20] : 1) A global effect, which alters the global thermodynamic stability of martensite, and namely lowers the transformation temperature of the whole sample. For example, point defects or precipitates change the composition of the matrix, and thus alter the global thermodynamic stability of martensite [21] ; 2) A local effect, which creates local distortions or local random stress field. The local random field varies the local transition temperatures. Thus the latter local effect is also somewhat similar to the local transition temperature fluctuation effect, i.e., spatial fluctuation of transition temperature [20] .
Recent a renormalization group analysis based on a martensitic pseudospin model showed that quenched disorder (i.e., local effect, either local random field or randomness in the transition temperature) itself could result in the STG [20, 22] , especially in the situation where the global effect is weak or even absent [22] . However, experimentally the introduction of either point defects or precipitates not only produces local random field (local effect), but also involves a composition change, which simultaneously varies the transformation temperature of the system (global effect). Therefore, it is still unclear in experiment whether the global effect is a necessary condition for the formation of STG. One critical circumstance to answer this question is to generate STG via only enhancing the local effect but not involving the change of global effect. This requires a new way, instead of either doping point defects or precipitation, to suppress the martensitic transition by producing random local stress field, but does not vary the transition temperature of the system.
To this end, the dislocations are the most promising candidate, since the introduction of random dislocations produces the random stress field down to atomic scale as illustrated in Fig. 1c , but does not affect the chemical composition of the matrix [23] . Thus if dislocation can induce STG, it is a critical result to answer the question whether global effect is a necessary condition for the occurrence of STG. In the present study, we report the first finding of the dislocation induced STG transition in a Ti 50 Ni 45 Fe 5 martensitic alloy where the high density random dislocations are introduced through cold compression by over 20% thickness reduction.
Experimental procedures
Ti 50 Ni 45 Fe 5 alloy, which is at the boundary of crossover composition regime [24] from R-martensite to STG, is selected to demonstrate the effectiveness of dislocations on the STG formability. Another advantage of utilizing Ti 50 Ni 45 Fe 5 alloy is to avoid the stress induced R-phase and/or B19 0 martensitic transitions during compression, which certainly will affect the dislocation substructure [25] and reduce the randomness of the dislocations. The alloy with nominal composition Ti 50 Ni 45 Fe 5 was prepared by induction melting and casting with a mixture of 99.9% pure Ti, 99.9% pure Ni and 99.9% pure Fe in the flow of argon gas. As Ti is highly active metal, CaO crucibles instead of graphite ones were employed in order to avoid the reaction between container and Ti during the induction melting at high temperatures. The obtained cast ingot was spark cut into sheet specimens and solution-treated at 1000 C for 1 h before the subsequent experiments.
In order to elucidate the effect of dislocation on the STG formability, various densities of dislocation were introduced through compression at room temperature, by controlling the amounts of thickness reduction (ε ¼ (t 0 e t)/t 0 , where the t 0 and t are the thicknesses before and after compression). The compression was carried out in a SHIMADZU hydrostatic compressor with maximum load of 20 ton. In this paper, four sets of specimens were studied with different thickness reductions: 1) as solution-treated state, i.e. ε ¼ 0%; 2) ε ¼ 10.5%; 3) ε ¼ 22.6%; and 4) ε ¼ 31.2%.
The thermal effect and dynamical mechanical properties of the transitions (R martensite transition and STG transition) in four sets of specimens were investigated by differential scanning calorimetry(DSC) and dynamical mechanical analysis (DMA). DSC test was performed in TA Q200 DSC with a heating/cooling rate of 10 K/min. The dynamical mechanical properties were conducted on a TA Q800 DMA using step cooling method with single cantilever mode. The internal friction and storage modulus were recorded at five frequencies (0.2/0.4/1/4/10 Hz) as a function of temperature.
The X-ray diffraction (XRD) line profiles of samples (ε ¼ 22.6% and 31.2%) were collected at 298 K and 113 K by using Rigaku 2000 XRD equipped with a heating/cooling stage. In addition, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) observation was performed on the sample with ε ¼ 22.6% at 298 K, 203 K, 153 K and 113 K with Phillips CM20 TEM, equipped with a Gatan 636HD heating/cooling holder. An FEI Tecnai F20G2 with a HAADF (high angle annular dark field) detector was used to study the dislocation substructure and density of the specimens subjected to 10.5%, 22.6% and 31.2% thickness reduction. The TEM specimens were mechanically polished, and then punched into discs with diameter 3 mm. Finally, the small discs were electro-polished using a twin-jet apparatus operating at 260 K. The electrolytic solution consisted of 10 vol% HClO 4 and 90 vol% CH 3 CH 2 OH.
Experimental results
In Fig. 2 , the TEM micrographs (STEM-HAADF mode) taken from [111] B2 zone axis show the dislocation substructures, formed as a result of the plastic compression. The dislocations in the sample of ε ¼ 10.5% possess a cellular structure, and become denser and random with the increase of thickness reduction from 22.6% to 31.2% as shown in Fig. 2 . To reveal the transition characteristics, the DSC and DMA measurements were performed.
In Fig. 3 , the DSC charts of four sets of Ti 50 Ni 45 Fe 5 samples (ε ¼ 0%, 10.5%, 22.6% and 31.2%) are presented in a stack fashion with a normalized scale. Both the exothermic peak during cooling (Fig. 3a) and endothermic peak during heating (Fig. 3b) are broadened and lowered with the increase of thickness reduction. For the Ti 50 Ni 45 Fe 5 sample with ε ¼ 0%, the DSC peaks are very sharp. The latent heat and hysteresis are measured to be 160 J/mol and 10 K respectively, which are consistent with the values in the literature [26] . These sharp peaks hence denote one-step B2 to R martensite transition. When the sample is compressed 10.5% plastically, the DSC peaks are much lowered. And the DSC peaks are further smeared out and replaced by very broad and weak humps when the thickness reduction reaches 22.6%. Such a transaction from peaks to humps has been also found in various systems [10e12], accompanying the crossover from normal martensite to STG transition. In order to show the difference between the DSC peaks and humps, the first derivatives of the cooling parts of DSC curves in Fig. 3a have been calculated and presented in Fig. 4 . It can be seen clearly that there are dips/peaks in first derivative curves of the samples with ε ¼ 0% and 10.5%, while no such feature for those with higher thickness reduction. It indicates that the transition in the sample of ε ¼ 10.5% is still B2 to R-phase martensitic transition, while the transition in the samples of ε ¼ 22.6% and 31.2% is not. It will be further verified to be STG transition by DMA results presented below. When the thickness reduction further increases, the DMA curves show a different behavior. Both temperatures of the storage modulus dips and internal friction peaks of the samples with ε ¼ 22.6% and 31.2% show strong frequency dispersion, which means that the dip and peak temperatures are frequency dependent. It is worth mentioning that both magnitudes of storage modulus dips and internal friction peaks gradually decrease with the increase of the thickness reduction. Such phenomena are very similar to the case of the point defect and precipitate induced STGs.
For the clarity, the DMA curves of ε ¼ 22.6% and 31.2% samples are again presented in Fig. 6 with a smaller scale. The dip temperatures T g of the storage modulus (Fig. 6b ) exhibits a frequency dependence. As shown in the insets of Fig. 6 , it follows the
, where T 0 is the ideal frozen temperature of STG transition). It is deferent from the normal Debye relaxation [27, 28] . Such a behavior is a characteristic of STG transition [11] . According to the Vogel-Fulcher fitting, the T 0 for 22.6% and 31.2% deformed Ti 50 Ni 45 Fe 5 are 179 K and 154 K, respectively. Therefore, the introduction of dislocations over certain critical density results in a crossover from martensite to STG transition. Besides, another important temperature T nd (the starting temperature of the appearance of precursory nano-domains) increases with the increase of thickness reduction as indicated in Fig. 5a . It is determined by the temperature at which the internal friction starts to increase [11] . Note that T nd is well above the R s or T 0 . This temperature corresponds to the Burns temperature in relaxor ferroelectrics [29] .
To further confirm that the severely deformed Ti 50 Ni 45 Fe 5 alloy undergoes a STG transition and reveal the evolution of the microscopic structure during such STG transition, the in-situ cooling XRD and TEM were performed and presented below.
In-situ XRD measurements were performed in Ti 50 Ni 45 Fe 5 with ε ¼ 22.6% and 31.2% and presented in Fig. 7 . The XRD line profiles in Fig. 7 show that the 110 B2 peaks remain singlet when the temperature was cooled from 298 K to 113 K. It confirms that the B2 / R martensitic transition has been suppressed in both cases.
In-situ cooling TEM observation was performed for a 22.6% deformed sample at T > T 0 (298 K), T~T 0 (203 K), and T < T 0 (153 K and 113 K), respectively. Through in-situ TEM observations, the microstructure evolution of 22.6% deformed Ti 50 Ni 45 Fe 5 was monitored when the TEM foil was cooled spanning T 0 , as presented in Fig. 8 . The faint diffuse streaks along three <110> B2 directions in the diffraction patterns indicate the formation of R-like nanodomains during cooling [24] .
To summarize, the Ti 50 Ni 45 Fe 5 undergoes normal R martensitic transition even when it is plastically deformed for 10.5%; while the martensitic transition will be fully suppressed and STG transition occurs when the thickness reduction reaches ε ¼ 22.6%. Such crossover from martensite into STG transition is solely due to the high density random dislocations (Fig. 2b and c) introduced by plastic compression. Therefore, the STG found in the present study is termed dislocation induced STG. Besides, the nano-domains of the dislocation induced STG in Ti 50 Ni 45 Fe 5 are also found to possess R-like local symmetry, which is the same as those in point defect and precipitate induced STGs in Ti-Ni-based and Ti-Pd-based systems [5, 11, 12, 30] . The mean dislocation densities r are measured from the STEM-HAADF images in Fig. 2 by using the method described in Ref. [25] , and are plotted against the thickness reduction as shown in Fig. 9 . r of the sample with ε ¼ 22.6% is counted to be 564 mm À2 , which is hence defined as r c for the dislocation induced crossover from martensite to STG transition as indicated in Fig. 9 . In addition, the free spacing among the dislocation network (Spacing dislo ) is also presented alongside, which is calculated through the equation of
À1/2 [23, 25] . Clearly, dislocation density increases with the increase of the thickness reduction, which corresponds to a decrease of Spacing dislo . Spacing among the defects can significantly affect the phase transformation behaviors. Previous works [31, 32] show that the spacing among precipitates play a crucial rule in the occurrence of multistage martensitic transformations in aged Ni-rich Ti-Ni. Here, the decrease of Spacing dislo leads to the crossover from R martensite to STG transition, since the maximum size of the R-like nanodomains or R martensite is limited by Spacing dislo among the dislocation network. For the dislocation induced STG, the corresponding Spacing dislo of r c (¼ 564 mm À2 ) is 48 nm, which implies that the maximum size of R-like nano-domain is below 48 nm even down to 0 K. It is quite close to 50 nm, the detection limit of a lab XRD (R-like nano-domains of the size above 50 nm can be detected as R martensite, evident with the splitting of certain peaks (such as 110 B2 ) in XRD line profile) [24] .
It is interesting to note that such a huge dislocation density 
Physical nature of the dislocation induced crossover from martensite to STG
In this section, the physical nature of the dislocation induced crossover from martensite to STG will be provided based on a unified effect of dislocation on the R-phase (B2 / R martensite of domain size over 50 nm) as well as STG transition (B2 / frozen STG state with R-like nano-domains of size less than 50 nm).
In order to unifying the effect of dislocation on both R martensite and STG transitions, the R martensite transition is divided into three stages based on the transition kinetics: 1st stage (T ¼ T nd ): nucleation of quasidynamic R-like nano-domains; 2nd stage (R s (or T 0 ) < T < T nd ): initial growth of R-like nano-domains within the size of 50 nm; 3rd stage (T R s ): the formation of R martensite with domain size over 50 nm. Under such a scheme, the STG transition can be treated as a "non-complete R martensite transition" only involving the first two stages: after the nucleation of R-like nano-domains below T nd , the system is frozen into STG state with nano-domains size <50 nm at T 0 . In the following, we propose a physical picture on the dislocation induced crossover from martensite to STG transition, as shown in Fig. 11 . which undergoes R martensite transition with r < r c and STG transition with r ! r c . T nd (-) is the starting temperature of the appearance of quasi-dynamic R-like nanodomain, which is the temperature at which internal friction starts to increase from DMA measurements (Fig. 5a) ; R-phase transition starting temperatures R s (C) are determined by DSC results (Figs. 3 and 4) . The ideal frozen temperature of STG transition T 0 ( ; ) is obtained from storage modulus curves of DMA measurements (Fig. 6 ).
1) Dislocation-free system (r ¼ 0): R martensite transition
The physical picture for the R martensite transition in a dislocation-free system is shown in Fig. 11B (a1) to (a4) . It is important to note that dislocation-free system is not necessary to be defect-free. For generality, the current discussion is based on a point defect containing ferroelastic system (i.e. Ti 50 Ni 45 Fe 5 in the present study).
At T > T nd (Fig. 11B(a1) ), thermal fluctuation is strong and can overcome the defect-induced (only point defects) local stress; hence the system still stays in a dynamically disordered state (i.e., a normal parent phase) in despite of the random stresses.
Upon cooling to T < T nd , thermal fluctuation becomes weaker and cannot overcome some of the defect-induced local stresses. As a result, a random distribution of a small amount of quasidynamic R-like nanodomains, as shown in Fig. 11B(a2) . This quasidynamically disordered strain state below T nd corresponds to the experimentally observed precursor state shown in Fig. 10 .
With the temperature approaching R s , the quasidynamic R-like nanodomains becomes denser and bigger (still smaller than 50 nm in size) (Fig. 11B(a3) ) due to the lowering of thermal kinetic energy (k B T).
As the temperature further decreases to T < R s , the quasidynamically disordered strains undergo a long-range strain ordering, i.e., formation of R martensite, as a consequence of the thermodynamic instability of the parent phase.
2) Low dislocation density system (0 < r < r c ): weak R martensite transition The previous works proved that the dislocations promoted the nucleation of R-phase (namely formation of precursory R-like nanodomains) manifested by the rising of T nd . However, the R s initially arises and then decreases as the dislocation network become denser (Fig. 10) , which exhibits a maximum value at certain dislocation density defined as r Rsm (Fig. 11) . It can be understood by considering the two-fold effects of dislocation on the growth of Rlike nano-domains into R martensite (i.e. R s ): 1) the dislocation promotes the growth of R-like nanodomains following its stress field; 2) while the dislocation retards or even prevents the growth of R-like nanodomains opposing to its stress field. Therefore, the initial increase of R s since the former effect is dominant when the dislocation density is low (<r Rsm ) as illustrated in Fig. 11B (b1) to (b4); while the latter effect becomes dominate when the dislocations become dense (>r Rsm ) (Fig. 11B (c1) to (c4) ), and hence R s decreases. Despite of the changing of R s , the transition phenomena are quite similar to that of dislocation-free case.
3) High dislocation density system (r~r c ): STG transition
Within this dislocation density range, dislocation promotes 1st and 2nd stages but fully suppresses the 3rd stage of the R martensite transition: T nd increases and STG appears instead of R martensite.
T nd is further increased (Fig. 11B(d1) to (d2)), and quasidynamic R-like nanodomains appear at even higher temperature and are denser as in Fig. 11B(d2) .
As the temperature lowering, the increasing thermodynamic driving force towards R martensite assists the further growth of the nanodomains (Fig. 11B(d3) ). However, the size of nanodomains can never reaches the critical size of 50 nm (Fig. 11B(d4) ), the system is frozen into STG state at T 0 . Upon further cooling (T < T 0 ), the growth of nanodomains is nearly stopped since the kinetic energy is very low as compared with the local barrier caused by dislocations [24] . T nd is further increased (Fig. 11B(e1) to (e2)), and quasidynamic R-like nanodomains appear at very high temperature and are very dense in numbers upon cooling to T < T nd . The nanodomains experience the hindrance immediately after the nucleation. The growth of nanodomains become extremely difficult. Even when the temperature is close to the T 0 (Fig. 11B(e3) ), the size of nanodomains is still quite small due to the restriction of free-spacing among the dislocation network (see Fig. 9 ). Upon further cooling (T < T 0 ), the growth of nanodomains is stopped (Fig. 11B(d4) ) since the local barrier caused by dislocations is very high, although the thermodynamic driving force towards R martensite is increasing with cooling. Note that the T 0 also decreases for r [ r c , which is (a4) show the transition process of dislocation-free martensitic system (r ¼ 0): from dynamically disordered state (a1) to quasidynamically disordered state ((a2) and (a3)), then to long-range ordered R-phase state (a4). (b1), (b2), (b3), and (b4) show the transition process of slightly defected (dislocation) martensitic system (0 < r < r Rsm , r Rsm stands for the dislocation density where has the maximum R s ): from dynamically disordered state (b1) to quasidynamically disordered state ((b2) and (b3)), finally to long-range ordered state R-phase (b4). (c1), (c2), (c3), and (c4) show the transition process of martensitic system with relatively high dislocation density (r Rsm < r < r c ): from dynamically disordered state (c1) to quasidynamically disordered state ((c2) and (c3)), finally to long-range ordered state Rphase (c4). (d1), (d2), (d3), and (d4) show the freezing process of system with highdefect concentration (r~r c ) from a dynamically disordered state (d1) to quasidynamically disordered state ((d2) and (d3)), finally to frozen disordered state (d4). (e1), (e2), (e3), and (e4) show the freezing process of system with extremely large dislocation density (r [ r c ): from a dynamically disordered state (e1) to quasidynamically disordered state ((e2) and (e3)), finally to frozen disordered state (e4). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) quite similar to the point defect induced STG.
4.3.
Comparison among point defect, precipitate and dislocation induced crossover from martensite into STG transition in ferroelastic/martensitic systems As compared with the early versions of the phase diagrams [9e11,18] , the new phase diagram with respect to the dislocation density (Fig. 10) shows several important new features as listed below.
1) T nd increases linearly with the increase of dislocation density.
In contrast, in the Ti-Ni-Fe ternary STG system, T nd decreases firstly and then begins to increase slowly as the point defects (Fe) content is high. As pointed out in Ref. [11] , T nd is dependent on both global effect and local effect of defects. As Fe point defects destabilize the R-phase by causing the decrease of R s , the global effect of Fe leads to the decrease of T nd . On the other hand, the local effect of defects always leads to the increase of T nd . The initial decrease and then increase of T nd with Fe content can be easily understood since the global effect is dominant at low Fe content while the local effect becomes dominant at high Fe content. Under this scheme, the linear increase of T nd with increase of dislocation density approves that the random dislocations has no global effect but solely local effect on the R martensite transition. Similarly, the monotonic (not linear) increase of T nd with Ni content (excessive Ni act as point defects) in binary Ti-Ni STG can also be explained as the global effect of Ni on R martensite transition is much less than that of Fe.
2) Transition temperature decrease due to the dislocation induced crossover from martensite into STG transition is very small.
Transition temperature decrease (DT(x c )) is defined as the difference between the martensitic transition temperature of defectfree system (M s (0)) and STG transition temperature of system with critical defect concentration (T 0 (x c )), i.e. DT(x c ) ¼ M s (0) e T 0 (x c ). It reflects the effectiveness of certain defects on inducing the crossover from martensite into STG transition. It is important since it determines the functional temperature range of STG alloy.
In Fig. 12 , DT(x c ) of various kinds of defects are plotted. In general, the DT(x c ) of point defects are quite large (>150 K). As a result, the functional temperatures of point defect induced Ti-Ni-based STG alloys are much lower than room temperature, which might be one of the obstacles of their actual applications. In contrast, DT(x c ) of dislocation is very small (~29 K). The large difference of DT(x c ) of point defects and dislocations lies on the fact that the point defects have both global effect and local effect on the martensite transition, while dislocations only have local effect.
However, for the case of precipitates (Ti 3 Ni 4 ), the DT(x c ) is even smaller than that of dislocations. It is due to the opposite global effect of Ti 3 Ni 4 precipitation (i.e. depletion of Ni in the matrix leads to the increase of R s ). Hence the dislocations and precipitates can better maintain the functional temperature of STG alloys.
3) There exists a critical dislocation density (r c ¼ 564 mm À2 ) for inducing the crossover from martensite into STG transition.
As the dislocations have only the local effect on the martensitic transition, r c (564 mm À2 ) might be a universal value for inducing the crossover from martensite into STG transition in all ferroelastic/ martensitic systems with R thermodynamic instability disregarding the composition of matrix, since it is corresponding to the condition with Spacing dislo ¼ 48 nm where the occurrence of R martensite transition is fully suppressed through restricting the size of R-like nano-domains (<50 nm).
In contrast, the critical concentration of point defect for inducing STG is varying with respect to the type of doping element (seen in Fig. 12) , which is simply due to the different global effect of different doping elements [21] . Besides, the critical density of precipitates is hard to determine since not only density but also the size and the coherency are essential for the local stress field around precipitates.
Conclusions
By means of cold compression, the random dislocations with various densities are successfully introduced into a Ti 50 Ni 45 Fe 5 ferroelastic/martensite system. After systematic investigations, we report in this paper the first set of experimental evidences of the dislocation induced STG transition in a Ti 50 Ni 45 Fe 5 when the sample was compressed by over 20% plastically. A critical dislocation density r c (564 mm À2 , which equilibrates to Spacing dislo ¼ 48 nm) is identified and might be a universal value for inducing the crossover from martensite into STG transition in all ferroelastic/martensitic systems with R thermodynamic instability disregarding the composition of matrix. Based on the experimental results, a new phase diagram of Ti 50 Ni 45 Fe 5 with respect to dislocation densities is provided, where the crossover from martensite to STG transition is clearly presented and further explained by unitizing the virtue microscopic pictures. Furthermore, our finding verifies the effectiveness of short range disordering on the crossover from martensite to STG transition and suggests that the global effect is not a necessary condition for the occurrence of STG. Moreover, the comparisons of defect (point defect, precipitate and dislocation) induced crossover from martensite into STG transition suggest that the current finding may promoting the application of STG alloys by assisting on the fine tuning of the functionalities in STG alloy through adding another randomness of dislocations.
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